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Athletics Study Group Disbands
by Dan Wolnberg
The Ad Board committee Investigating the athletics situation at
Bates discontinued its work before Christmas without making any
recommendations. Howie Scher,
chairman ol the committee, said
that the investigation was dropped
because of Jurlsdictlonal problems.
Scher said that the general feeling on the committee was that an
investigation of athletics would
have to Include an investigation of
individual coaches, which he felt a
student committee Incapable of doing. Scher added that "It would be
pretty tough to criticize a coach."
In particular, he mentioned the
name of one coach who according to
"general knowledge" was not performing an adequate Job.

In the future Bates may Join a
new ten school Intercollegiate athletic league, although Scher was
unable to elaborate further. All In
all, the impression he received from
the investigation is that "Bates will
continue with athletics pretty much
the way It has been."

Community Concert Serial

Pianist Claude Frank at LHS Tonight

According to Scher, the committee
had never considered recommending a total elimination of the intercollegiate program, adding that if
the Issue had come down to the
elimination of one or more sports,
It would have been tough to decide
who would make the decision and
which sports to drop. He did state
however, that "there is a strong
feeling on campus to drop football,"
Scher said that in. order to make
an adequate comparison with the
athletics programs of other schools,
he requested that President Reynolds allow him to take a look
at Bates athletics budgets. His request was turned down because the
"Prexy said they were not public
info." Scher said that the President
"didn't really have faith In the investigation."
As _far as any other reaction to
the investigation, Scher said that
he received some negative reaction
from students, but none at all from
alumni.
The Investigation Itself appears
to have been held on a highly Informal basis. Scher was Incapable
of relating to this reporter either
the names or number of those participating on the committee.

With 58" of the student body
Roger Bill, Smith, and Adams
voting the Committee on College voted overwhelmingly earlier this
Governance report was defeated by week to Institute 24 hour parletals
7 votes on Tuesday. The final count in a move to establish control over
was 324 "no", 317 "yes", and 3 ab- their own social lives.
stentions.
The women's dorms voted on TuesThe percentage breakdown by day evening to ask Dean Isaacson
class was 1974 — 50%, 1973 — 57%, to present a petition to the Faculty
to Implement 24 hour parletals. In
1972 — 62%, and 1971 — 63%.
Informed sources had expected a telephone Interview Dean Isaacthe President to call a special fa- son said, "I will do so if Dean Caculty meeting this Friday to con- rignan Joins me."
Dean Carignan's initial reaction
tinue their consideration of the
CCG report. At last Friday's Faculty to the move on the part of the men
meeting Part One of the report was was to label It blackmail. He said
accepted by the requisite 2/3 ma- he hoped that the students were
jority after 2 hours and 15 minutes aware that their actions might only
of debate. As of press time it was antagonize the Faculty and Jeoparuncertain whether or not President dize the chances of open dorms and
being
instituted
Reynolds would, in light of the stu- co-ed dorms
dent vote, still call the Faculty In- through appropriate channels. President Reynolds was out of town and
to session.
unavailable for comment. Dean Ca160 of the students who voted rignan also expressed the opinion
"yes" and 170 of the students who that the students actions were not
voted "no" also filled out an unof- taken in good faith and could damficial objection sheet. The most of- age the mutual trust and respect
ten cited objection, checked by 249 that he says has grown up between
of the students, was, "I object to the Faculty and students.
the lack of provisions for the FaculThe moves began at a dorm'
ty-Student Council to amend Itself meeting on Monday evening at Rogboth In form and In procedures." er Bill which was called to investiThe effect of vocalized opposition gate the possibility of an all night
to the report combined with a lack party this weekend to demonstrate
of vocalized support may have been student sympathy for 24 hour pasubstantial enough to cause the de- rletals.
feat
Indecision seemed to prevail and
the meeting was about to break up
when somebody suggested declaring dorm autonomy and voting for
24 hour parletals within the dorm.
The vote was 41 to 5 in favor.
On Tuesday evening the Smith
dorms and Adams voted to institute 24 hour parletals beginning on
Wednesday evening. The vote in
Roger Bill had been a show of
hands, but In Smith and Adams it
was conducted with a secret ballot.
The vote in Smith was 97-3 and In
Adams It was 78-7 with 5 abstentions. The totals In all cases represent well over 50% of the members
of the dorms.
The Resident Fellows have reacted
inconsistently. Of the 9 RF.'s in the
three dorms. 4 have said they will
enforce the rules, 4 will ignore them
and I will have his salary paid by
the men in the dorm should he be
tired.
The STUDENT polled a few faculty members Tuesday morning.
Most were taken aback by the student action. One felt that this would
automatically mean the rejection
of the proposed FSC by the Faculthey expected to wait out the war, ty. Because of the student vote on
but a member of the American con- that issue, that question seems acasulate arranged for them to come demic at this point. All faculty
to the United States.
members agreed that this assumpIn this country Mr. Frank con- tion of dorm autonomy would not
tinued to study under the great enhance the prospects of the Faculpianist Artur Schnabel, whom he ty acting favorably when the ishad first met In Italy. He served In sue is brought before them. The prothe war and then spent some years posal of the Women's Council is that
In-educational Institutions, first as the Faculty suspend its own rules
a student and then as a teacher. (a move which would require a 2/3
In 1953 he Joined Rudolph Serkln majority) and vote as soon as possiat Marlboro, a turning point which ble on the Issue of 24 hour parletals.
For the Faculty to act favorably on
opened up his concert career.
this matter under the present cirMr, Frank's wife, Lillian Kalllr, Is cumstances appears highly unlikely
also a concert pianist.
at this time. One faculty member
Included In the selections Mr. commented that Dean Carignan's
Frank will perform tonight are assumption that there exists some
Chopin's Nocturne In F sharp ma- respect and confidence by the Fajor, and Beethoven's Moonlight So- culty in the students "simply does
nata.

Claude Frank, noted pianist, will
appear In concert this evening at
8M5 in the Lewiston High School
auditorium. Students will be admitted by showing their ID cards.
Mr. Frank Is a performer of world
wide renown. Besides appearing
with the Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
New York, and Philadelphia orchestras, he has played with the Royal
Philharmonic, the London Symphony, the London Mozart Players,
and Amsterdam's Concertgebouw,
He has also given recitals again and
again In most of the major U. S.
cities and musical capitals.
Born in Germany, Mr. Frank had
a very musical childhood. But with
the takeover of Germany and the
advance of the Nazis his whole
family became refugees. They eventually wound UD In Portugal wh*r»
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Why Did They Say Batsie Girls
Shouldn't Stand Over Puddles?
Sirs; Only a dozen years ago at
my itald New England alma maIW| we had segregated dining halls,
10 J'.-M. curfews and were taught In
Health that the color red excites
boys, and never to wear patent —
leather shoes because they reflect
yuur underwear. Just looiung at tne
contented, happy faces of tne ober..n Students maKes me wish 1 were
18 and a freshman again — at
Ooerlln this time.
Mrs. Conway B. Hiden
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
, .. Such was one reaction to LIFE
Magazine's controversial cover story
on Co-Ed Dormitories at Oberlln
College In Ohio. Comment on the
story In the form of the inevitable
"Letters to the Editor" ranged from
the also inevitable lambasting of
some "staid, old ..." to the ultra
— liberal feelings expressed above,
which caught my eye during the
Christmas recess and Interested me
so much that I.saved the letter
bringing It back to Bates with the
line, "No, It couldn't be . . . "•
But (you guessed it) it could and
It was! A check at the Alumni office (thank you Mrs. Madore and
Mrs. Kessler) proved that Mrs. Hiden Is the former Linda Niemi, a
member of the BATES class of 1962
who left Bates In 1960 to go on to a
career In medical technology.
I had the pleasure of speaking to
Mrs. Hiden on the telephone last
week and found her to be a most
animated conversationalist, very interested in the "goings-on" in our
"latter day" Bates.
"I haven't been back to Bates in
over 5 years," Mrs. Hiden commented, "but the campus In 1965 had
really mushroomed as far as buildings were concerned, even since my
departure In 1960.
"And don't get me wrong," she
added with a hint of reminiscence
in her voice. "I liked Bates when I
was there. I didn't leave with any
bad feelings toward the college.
"I can remember my teacher In
Health so well," chuckled Mrs. Hiden, without mentioning the professor's name. "She was so sincere
in her beliefs, and loaded with advice and "handy tips" as far as
boys were concerned. In addition
to what I mentioned in the letter,
she would warn
us never to sit
on a boy without a telephone book
between us and never to stand
above a mudpuddle
because
It
could act In the same manner as
patent leather shoes!
"One warning she used to mention in all seriousness concerned the
boys at Bowdoln," added Mrs. Hiden. "She would tell us that if we
should get stuck at Bowdoln — for
any reason — at any time of the
day or night — to Just call her —
and she would be right down to
pick us up!!"
Mrs. Hiden allowed that the reaction to her letter and comments
about same had been much greater
than she had anticipated.
"As a matter of fact," she stated. "I wasn't even sure that they
would publish my letter."
"I would say the biggest reaction
came from my parents," laughed
Mrs. Hiden. "I hadn't mentioned my
mailing the letter to LIFE to either
of them and I'm afraid that they

were a bit embarrassed. My husband and I received many letters
and Christmas cards from relatives
we didn't even know we had," she
added, "and Just about all of our
friends put some
little
remark
about It on the cards we received
from them."
"I couldn't resist asking Mrs. Hiden If she had married a "Batsie".
"NO!" was her emphatic answer. A
Bowdoln graduate. "No!", this time
with a laugh.
So wherein lies the academic end
to this "true story" of our own little world? Just remember, girls the
next time you wear red, or patent
leather shoes, or go to Bowdoln,
or use a phone book, or stand near
a mudpuddle, that Bates has changed — but God still loves you!
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Red Howard, Jain* Almeida, and Roberta Kilger help in the preparation ol
a mural to redecorate the Den.
i

Treat Gallery

John McKee Exhibits His Photography
by Frank Foster
An exhibition of recent photographs by John McKee opened at
the Treat Gallery last Wednesday
and will run through Jan. 31. Mr.
McKee Is Lecturer in Art at Bowdoln where he has been teaching
photography for a number of years.
His schooling was not In photography, although a film
he
made
while doing graduate work received
an award at the 1962 San Francisco film festival. Among his most
recent work are two other exhibitions: "As Maine Goes" documenting the despoilment of the Maine
coast and "The Shaker Tradition:
Hands to Work and Hearts to God"
showing objects from the Shaker
community at Sabbathday Lake. He
not only did the photography for
this exhibition but also planned
the catalogue. First shown at Bowdoln In 1969, it has since been circulating throughout the state.

The forty-five photographs of the
current Treat Gallery exhibition
have more of an everyday quality
In contrast with the earlier exhibitions.' Most of them
were
shot
around the photographer's home, an
old farm outside of Brunswick, and
the others were taken elsewhere in
Maine notably on Maiinicus Island.
In addition to his Interest in photography and art, Mr. McKee Is an
ardent conservationist and has
done much to stimulate interest and
action In this area. Now Vice-Chairman of Landguard Trust, Inc. and
a trustee of The Nature Conservancy, he formerly directed Bowdoln's Center for Resource Studies.
Mr. McKee will conduct an Informal discussion on Photography
In the Treat Gallery on Monday,
January 18 at 8 P.M. Everyone who
is interested in the subject is urged
to attend. Refreshments Will be
served.

The architects who drew up the
plans for the renewal of Chase Hall
and for the new library will make
a presentation to the students on
January 25 at 7 p.m. in the Fllene
Room. Harrlman's and the Architects Collaborative are the two firms
involved.

TURCOTTE'S OARAGE
24 Hour Wrecker lerriee
15 Sabcrttus St. Lewie-ton. Mean*
TeL 7S2-7421

msm pHAfttvUcv
Inc.
Prescriptions Promptly Filled
61 College St
TeL 784-7521

AUBURN MOTOR INN

GEORGIO'S

751 WASHINGTON STREET
AUBURN. MAINE 04210
TBX.784-S90*
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LOUIS P. NOUN
Member American Gem
Society
1*3 Lisbon Street
LewUtoa, Maine
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Baroque Ensemble

New Student Ski Trips Offered

To Perform Tuesday
On Tuesday evening, January 19,
1971, the Boston Baroque Ensemble will present a concert In the
Bates College Chapel. The concert
is one of the events In the 1970-71
Bates College Concert and Lecture
Series.
The Boston Baroque Ensemble
was originally formed In 1963 for
the purpose of recording some newly rediscovered Baroque music.
Since that time, the Ensemble has
directed Its Interests toward performing what have long been regarded as "forgotten" works. Their
performances now Include pieces for
combinations of three and four instruments as well as pieces for all
""^instruments in the Ensemble.
4ihe members of the Ensemble all
work in the music industry In Boston. The six musicians comprising
the group are: Raymond Toubman,
oboist; Slbylle Weigel, flutist; Robert Brink, violinist; John Miller, bassoonist and Musical Director; Olivia
Toubman, cellist; and John Gibbons, harpsichordist.
.The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Bates College Chapel. Admission Is $150, or by student or
faculty identification card.

THRICE

Robert Brink, violinist will perform
with the Boston Baroque Ensemble
in Concert Tuesday, January 19, In
the Bates Chapel at 8 p.m.
GUIDANCE & PLACEMENT
NEWS
Tobe - Cobum School for Fashion
Careers, Ltd. offers four full tuition fellowships ($1850. each) to
senior men and women. Registration
closes 31 January 1971. For further
details contact the Guidance &
Placement Service.

•

•

•

There will be a free duplicate
bridge game at 7:30 Sunday In
Skelton Lounge. Master points will
be. awarded.

I'm gonna stick my neck out a
bit today and assume that now, almost a week after this article was
written, there Is fantastic snow for
skiing. So, with six feet of packed
powder and four inches of fluff
stuff, all our problems are solved.
"Why's that?" you ask? Well, because a zillion brand new pair of
skis and bindings, and an emongous number of new ski boots have
been purchased and are now In the
Outing Club Equipment Room behind Hathorn. On Mon„ Wed., and
Frl., from 4 to 5 o'clock there will
be somebody special there to help
you select the right pair for you
and adjust everything — but not the
price.
Some of you more Intelligent
readers may now be wondering
what advantages new skis and excellent snow will be without someplace to go . Well, once again the
O. C. has answered your questions
and provided still another campus
escape plan (Stick with us, kid, and
you'll go places!) If you're interested In joining this not - so - super secret ski social on some Saturdays
and some Sundays, simply sign
your name and flash some cash and
all Is done! Yes, folks, every Wednesday from 940 PM in the Inter-

The Overlooked
Profession.
It needs more skills,
offers more different
career opportunities,
and probably takes
more college gi ads
than any other.
We have a man coming to your Campus
who can tell you a great deal about
an opportunity-filled industry you
probably haven't considered yet And
how your education fits in.
Meaningfully. Whatever your major.
We're talking about insurance, A
modern, sophisticated, fast-changing
world that's a mainspring of the
economy. Today, it's one of the most
stimulating areas of business there is.
Your placement office has an i£tna
brochure titled "The Whole Truth"

national lounge you too can Join
this band of hearty ski-bums and
have the time of your life (believe me, it is!)
For those of you who want to
avoid skilng's exorbitant expense,
here are three viable suggestions:
one, go this week to Saddleback —
there's a group rate; two go next
week to Sugarloaf and. If you don't
ski more than six to eight runs, a
book of tickets may be the cheaper
way to work things out; and, three,
take-up ski touring. Regarding the
last alternative, this weekend there
will be a ski touring workshop at
Dartmouth. Only two pairs of tourlng skis are available from the O. C.
but If you can get your own, our
ski directors can arrange accommodations for up to ten people, providing they get their own transportation. Registration is only one dollar, so fire-up.
Well now that my neck is out, I
may as well stretch things a bit and
tell you about a very important
event in the O. C.'s calendar — Winterval. Although details will be
made available very shortly (as
well as tickets), a few preparatory
notes are in order.
One of the most noticeable changes this year Is in the area of movies. We have ten (yes,—ten!) fulllength features PLUS Road-Runner
'tunes and other "shorts'. However,
one carry-over from last year that
we regret but which it seems Is
unavoidable (?) Is the probability
that the theatre may not be used.
As a result, 119 Dana will be cleared of chairs and, for $1.75 or less,
people can bring cushions to sit on
and watch 36-48 hours of films.
Come and go as you like is the rule
on this. Sounds good.
Ian and Sylvia, Johnathan Edwards (former member of last
year's carnival group, Sugar Creek),
a Moog Synthesizer, and The Proposition ( a group of players who
do Impromptu skits), along with a
Sat. night formal (that's WITH a
tux, guys) and a rock band (that's
WITHOUT a tux, guys) will be covered next week in detail.
Thanks for hanging on.
SUNSET MOTOR COURT
WASHINGTON STREET
AUBURN, MAINE
TEL. 783-0532
e T.V.'s
' 784-8388
e PHONES

which describes exactly how modem
insurance works. Why we need more

BAs, BSs, BBAs and MBAs in
administrative, analytical and sales
management positions to keep up with
the changes.
After you've read it, we think yon
may want to see that ifitna man when
he's on campus. He'll be as truthful
With you as the book is.
He's scheduled to be at your
placement office (date).

CHUMMY

—GIANT CHARCOAL PIT—
OPEN DA ILTi

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
»nd a JOBS-participatlng company.

OUR CONCERN 18 PEOPLI
UFE8.CASUAUY

SundaT-ThuredcTi 11 AM-11 PM
Mday * Saturday: II AM-2 AM
730 SABATTUS STREET
LEWISTON, MAINE
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EDITORIAL
Most of us, ever since our arrival on campus, have heard rumors
to the effect that there are unique educational opportunities which
the residential liberal arts college can offer its students. Dormitory
life Is Intended to be an integral part of the student's education.
Unfortunately the experience has bore little relation to the
facts. The students have tended in the past to accept perhaps too
wholeheartedly the idea that the college was providing them with
a particular living arrangement over which they had little control.
The criticisms they have offered of their situation have been bitchin'
to the boss instead of trying to construct an environment they would
consider worthwhile for themselves.
The Deans and President, it must be admitted, have in the short
time they've been here participated in and furthered substantial
changes in the lives of the students. But their changes have been
limited by what they felt the Faculty would allow.
The Faculty, as one respected member told the STUDENT Tuesday, "has not been creative in using its power over student's lives."
That such has been the case is agreed by all. That the Faculty will
now change its attitude is wishful thinking.
In face of this inability of the Faculty to use its power creatively, and the Inability or unwillingness or lack of time for the administration to move said Faculty, some of the men's dorms have
established 24 hour parietals for themselves.
The students must not delude themselves by thinking that such
an action will merely demonstrate to the Faculty their great concern in this matter. Insofar as the students understand themselves as
subordinate to the Faculty (a rather commoner attitude than some
suspect), they are playing pressure politics of the most arrogant
kind. Insofar as the students are truly acting independently of any
Faculty response, they will cause short range disruption and hopefully long term productivity.
The Faculty will surely respond, but how?
There have been many negativities underlying this whole
question recently. Administrators here are known for saying
that we try our hardest to be honest with you students. Perhaps
then these student votes should be interpreted as a statement that
we will then respect you and the Faculty by being honest with you.
Women have been, with at least some regularity remaining until very
late at night In men's dormitories, and men have been with some
regularity remaining late at night in women's dormitories. That is
the situation whether sanctioned by student vote, administrative understanding or Faculty vote.
The STUDENT suggests that the Faculty accept these votes as
statements of honesty on the part of students (and that the students
come forth with their actions to coincide with these votes.) Then ask
what extensive negative effects do you really think will occur under
these policies? That there was an assumption of power which you
feel rightly belongs to you may have been a shock. But what are
the really substantial negative effects which would warrant a drastic reaction to the encroachment? We suggest, therefore, that you
do nothing.
It has been said that there has been some "bad air" surrounding
these affairs. The dormitory votes are a giant step towards clearing
up that bad air. We hope those steps are taken much further in the
n<»ar future. The school will surely not disintegrate, but the possibility of a revitallzatlon may be close at hand.
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WnJTJNS'
... A few thoughts that haven't
necessarily germinated here, have
been sitting about unnoticed for
quite a while (that the closer one
gets, the less one noUces. . . ), and
will, hopefully, go a bit farther.
Back in the fall, in the first year
of the ecological • conscience-gonepublic, It was suggested that the
summit cone of Mount David be
given some attenUon, that the great
heaps of trash and glass and Un
and unusued clothing be properly
trucked away, and the proper depositories be subsequently sought,
(not wishing to be caught with an
empty sack on this matter, the first
personal defense will remain a
sheath of unsolicited letters from
silent observers who noted lndi
vldual labors In support of this activity) Obviously, the sltuaUon has
gone a bit beyond the "Carry-lnCarry out" stage and it is again
suggested that the proper campus
organizations get to; more gentle
reminders to follow when the snow
departs . . . which shall coincide
with the attempted return of that
story which began here but has
since lost Its track.
Almost dally, we observe messengers scurrying to the post office
where large brown packages, presumably containing the day's new
releases, are collected, stealthily
disguised, and then also-scurried
back to the very bowels of WRJR,
where they are . . . what does happen here? Happy, though, to realize that there are lights on again
and perhaps, next year, music to
follow in the old tradition. The reason for the purchase of the AM-FM
following his graduation; rest in
peace. And though ifs too late for
anything this year (excuses, please,
tor this task of postdated commentary and prophy-interest), could we
hope for a few more lights on the
College Christinas tree? Each year

seems to bring with It the disappearance of one more string of gladness. Also, perhaps a small religious scene, containing sartorial
splendors are exhibited at the yearly re-enactment of the College's first
Coronation, replete with Supreme
Wizards, Grand Dragons, the Learned Virgins, etc. . . sung to the tune
of "return the Church's golden objects to the pockets of the poor" or
something similar. To bitch again
along the same way, why does whoever does It continue to place so
little regard for compeUtlon, free
enterprise, the American Way, etc.?
Case in thought? No amount of
pleading of poverty, the wife and
seven starving Infants, will prevent
you from paying monies to the Mirror, Garnet, Student, Hall Association, Physed Department, on and
on. When questioned, response goes
sort of like: "Well, you could use
It if you wanted to, so If you don't
you shouldn't complain that you
have to pay for it." Hhmmmn. same
holds true for the G. I. Bill or Army
Schools, you pay for them, why not
take advantage of them? Thanks,
but not right away. Remember, in
accepting your college of your
choice you elected to divorce yourself from the covenant of the Constitution and Bill of Rights and lie
before colorful books, games whose
authors (themselves) change on occasions, of great Joy, accompanied
by much dancing.
Irrelevance Is a sublect that will
be touched upon next week or so,
when college governance, which
quietly died quite a while ago and
has been revived by Interested students, overworked, dedicated and
supported by the hue and cry of at
least a half dozen Interested onlookers, faces a new test of strength
. . . but not here. Look for the end
of the short sentence/paragraph, rational thought, and, again, relevance,
(parameter? Interface?
valid? Involved?)
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FACULTY FORUM

Ed's Not* I W» an living in a time
oi gnat uph»aval« In educational
institutions. These upheaval" have
frequently taken the form ol challenging and Indeed overthrowing
long cherlnhed traditions. .The ..results of these movements mar ho
beneficial or not so beneficial. In
this series Professors will be asked
to state what their alms are when
they walk Into a classroom and,
conoomltantly, what they feel the
goals ol the Institution ought to he.
It is hoped that through this airing
of opinions the STUDENT can help
the Institution and Its .members,
develop a clearer Image of what
Bates should be. All members of
the college community are Invited
to offer criticisms.
by Prof. William A. Sadler, Jr.
Depts of Cultural Studies
and Sociology
During the past couple of years
I have been experimenting with
learning/teaching methods. The experimentation varies from class to
class; but in general I've broken
from a traditional educational pattern as I experienced it. Instead of
using a lecture system, I have Instituted small group discussions; in
one class as many as six groups
meet simultaneously. Since I cannot be in several places at once, student leaders conduct the discussions. These meet with me regularly beforehand. Together we select
topics and questions for discussion;
but the. groups are free to pursue
their own interests. I do lecture with
varying degrees of regularity, but I
try to design my lectures to meet
needs and questions which arise
from the discussions. Evaluation
sheets periodically administered
keep a check on how the groups are
functioning, how materials are com-

TEACHERS

NEEDED
Opportunities for beginning
and experienced candidates,
private schools, coast
to
coast Also public schools In
the northeast. Especially sciences, math, languages. Write
today for particulars.
SCHOOL SERVICE
BUREAU
Post Office Box 278K
Windsor, Connecticut 06095
Tel.: 203 - 688 - 6409
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lng across, and how the individuals
are seen to perform within their
groups. If I assign papers these are
written on themes which the Individual student devise. The only
requirements are that the students
must be Interested in the topic, and
it must somehow be related to the
course. Especially after my short
term course on Play last year, I
have tried to Introduce a playful
element. This fall our play activities have ranged from a totemic
ceremony In the sociology religion
to readings of Greek plays In Cultural Studies. With one exception,
I shall again this year allow the
students to set their own final exam
questions. In general, I am much
more flexible with material than I
used to be, and I put more emphasis
upon student responsibility for
learning. I encourage them to do
more Independent work, and to be
more playful with it. I have also
encouraged more Interaction between students themselves as well
as with me through group discussions, play activities, and special
sessions In group dynamics.
Because I am going in ways
which are often untried and unproven and because I realize the results are at best ambiguous, I frequently wonder WHY I am doing
what I am doing. In response to the
editor's invitation to contribute to a
series about education, I am using
this opportunity to set forth my rationale. Hopefully, this statement
will contribute to the general discussion about what kind of a place
Bates is and might become.
I suppose the first reason for my
experimenting Is my own experience In a Harvard Doctoral program. It was an experimental In-,
terdlsclpllnary program drawn up
largely by the Department of Social Relations, Including the disciplines of psychology, sociology, anthropology, and philosophy. It was
designed to train students to examine a historical phenomenon . in
this case, religion - in terms of several dimensions: social, cultural,
and Individual; and I had a significant role In shaping the course of
studies according to my own Interests, needs, and goals. The program provided a much more exciting, challenging, liberating educational experience than anything I
had previously known. When I started teaching, I reverted to the more
conventional method I had encountered before that program. In one
sense by exploring new ways of
learning/teaching I am continuing
an experiment which began for me
in a Harvard Graduate School proONE HOUR MABXTMZING
107. DISCOUNTS OR ALL
DRT . CLEANING

815 MAIN ST., LEWISTON

gram.
Another and more Important reason for experimenting is the nature
of today's society. Not only has our
world changed drastically In recent
years, the rate of change is so rapid as to have no historical parallels. The extensive, drastic, and rapid changes make new demands on
all of us, and consequently also
upon education. Furthermore, they
produce new needs which must be
given serious attention. Realizing
the urgent need to respond Intelligently to change does not necessarily mean that higher education
should be immediately relevant to
current social or environmental
problems. No courses I teach will
solve immediately problems such as
racial Injustice, pollution, and war.
Nor will they provide students with
a kind of education which will directly prepare them for more lucrative jobs. From the standpoint of
higher education in a liberal arts
college, I do not think that the
greatest needs to be met here have
to do with the accumulation of
new Information, the acquiring of
new professional skills, or even
solving Important social or environmental problems. I believe that In
this rapidly changing world, with
its Increasing impersonality, the
primary goal for us in higher
education Is personal maturation. I
do not assume, however, that tea.
chers or administrators have
achieved this goal. It Is as much
our goal as It Is the students. We
all should be Involved in a common
enterprise: becoming mature persons.
So far my understanding of the
aims of a liberal education Is similar to the view expressed in classical Greece, which saw education
primarily as a way of developing
character, and to more recent liberal views which express educational goals in terms of Immunization. I would differ from those
views Insofar as I have a different
conception as to what constitutes
personal maturity. Furthermore, I
do not believe that a college experience can satisfy all the needs relevant to achieving this goal. It certainly does not begin to meet the
needs for love, Joy, faith, and social Justice. Yet methods I am using do correspond to some characteristic features of mature persons.
The following are some of the most
important:
1) Independent and responsible.
Mature persons are able to learn
from others' experiences, yet be
critical of them and form their own
Judgments. They can think for
themselves. They are Inclined to be
self - starters, who recognize their
own Individual interests and follow
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them intelligently. They assume responsibility for their own learning,
rather than depending heavily upon teachers to provide them with Information and Judgments.
2) Reflective.
Mature persons seek not merely
to know but to understand through
reflecting upon what they learn.
Their minds not only record facts
but reach for Insight In particular
they reflect upon special qualities
of others' experiences. They are especially attuned to values of others; and they are concerned about
understanding and shaping their
own value systems.
3) Expressive.
Mature persons do not keep insight to themselves but express It,
sharing it with others. Clear and Interesting expression requires some
creativity, such as translating someone else's Insights Into your own
terms. To express not only Ideas but
yourself requires that you recognize
your own feelings and attitudes as
well, and find ways to express
them appropriately and honestly.
4) Involved with others.
Mature persons do not live withdrawn lives but use the intelligence
and feelings to communicate openly and honestly, and to develop
worthwhile Interpersonal relations.
They know that their learning must
be tested against the Judgment of
others whom they respect. They are
also aware that the learning process Is most valuable when It is
shared and sustained as a common
endeavor.
The experience of college means
different things to different types
of people. But no matter how knowledge and skills vary from person
to person, and from department to
department, I hope that our common experience here Is productive
of Individuals who are becoming
free, thoughtful, and creative per.
sons who can become more Imaginative and more fully engaged
with others. The realization of personal maturity Is the primary concern of a liberal arts college. Thus,
I do not see our primary aim to be
the production of graduates or of
physicists, historians or even artists. My primary aim in experimental methods Is consistent with a
personal aim: I do not seek most of
all to be a teacher but a person
who Is continually learning to
learn; and this Involves continually
learning to think freely, to Judge
responsibly, to understand Imaginatively, to express myself honestly, to discover new persons and
to build with them worthwhile relationships.
In spite of these somewhat grand
alms, I still have doubts about what
I am doing and how I'm doing It
The results are ambiguous and
sometimes disappointing; however,
the full results will probably not
appear for a dozen years. There
are drawbacks to such experiments.
Though some students respond very
positively to these methods, others
are Intensely negative to them; and '
some seem to be as Indifferent as
they might be In a straight lecture
system. But on the' whole I'm encouraged; and the articulation of
these goals has helped me appreciate what I am doing. I Intend to
continue, not necessarily using the
same methods, but experimenting,
in the hope that this experimentation will promote personal maturation and a good life.
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Basketball Saturday

"Slow Down" Lessens Spread
Northeastern University defeated
Bates 60-46 this past Saturday
night In a fascinating game before
a standing room only crowd at the
Alumni Gym. The game was Interesting on two counts: first of all, It
saw the 28 point underdogs keep
the game extremely close through
the successful execution of a "slowdown" offense while secondly, the
referees called an unheard of total
of 62 fouls, S of them being technicals assessed on Bates.
During the entire first half,
Bales pulled down only S rebounds,
yet the Bobcats trailed by a mere
4 points at Intermission: 27-23. The
starting five of Hutchlns, Bertleson,
Peterson, McGrath and Keltonlc
executed a successful "slowdown"
offense and they took a 17-16 lead
on a baseline drive and scoop shot
by Keltonlc. Shortly after this, however, Bertleson was charged with
one of his four offensive fouls and
after arguing the officials decision
he was slapped with the first technical of the night In defense of his
player Wigton castigated the referee
and was also given a technical. The
coach's second technical came immediately after the first when he
uttered only one more word of discontent. With three seconds left In
the half one of the more questionable fouls came when Hutchlns was
..called for tripping — many observers Insisting the Northeastern player stumbled by himself.
Throughout the contest and Into the second half McGrath played
excellent basketball, controlling his
team's offense as well as playing
excellent defense against Northeastern's rugged Kevin Shea. Pete Hutchlns had one of his finer performances with several steals and notably two breakaway layups. Nevertheless, the taller Northeastern
squad proved too strong for Bates,
with Shea scoring 16 points, Moore
10. Mahems 8, and Moxley 7.
In the second half Bertleson was
called for a backcourt violation
which brought the wrath of many
Irate fans who saw the play differently. The fouls quickly mounted
as the referees called an extremely
close game. By the end of the contest, Bertleson, Hutchlns, Keltonlc,
Jordan, and McGrath had all fouled
out leaving only a skeleton squad
(headed by "Bo Bo" Amols) which
vainly attempted to keep up with
the opposition, but couldn't The
Bates bench was given a fourth
technical foul while Mark Crowly

nearly received his team's fifth technlcal wearing a uniform number
different from the one he was listed
as In the scorer's book. Therefore,
he had to go downstairs to change
before his being substituted Into
the game.
Bates admirably lost to a fine
ball club who also complained of
the "high school" like refereeing.
This column is not "sour grapes,"
for the poor refereeing affected both
teams, and It is hopeful that in the
future these two gentlemen will be
working at the high school, not college, level of basketball. Bertleson
had 13 points for the losers, while
McGrath had 7.
The J.V.'s continued their excellent play by defeating a poor Maine
Central Institute team by some 80
points. Under Coach Russ Reilly
the squad has played admirable
"team" basketball.

Comeioid, 9, and Bob Bauer, 3, skat* back an goalie Mike Schwartz
mokes a sore In Sunday's hockey game against Fortln'n. After year* •'
Just getting excited over scoring the Bates hockey dub Is off to Its first
winning season. They can be seen In action each Sunday at the LewlstonAuburn arena.
DOT*

Tight Action Promised in BB Intramurals
A-LEAGUE STANDINGS

by Guy Roberg*
BASKETBALL
If the first week of a league action Is any indication of what the
rest of the season Is going to be
like then I am going to have to
check it and start covering relative,
ly simple things like chess or bridge
tournaments. Right now it appears
as if the league is going to be tighter than the Board of Trustee's lips
when being questioned about twenty-four hour parletals and co-ed
dorms. (If Tex Moule can use those
stupid similes then so can I). It
wouldn't be too surprising If my
forecast came out correct — by
starting from the bottom and reading up.
In the opening game of the season Hedge had little difficulty in
disposing of JB. Peter Buchanan and
Dave MacNaugton led all scorers
with 21 points apiece. Smith North
then upset Roger Bill 51-47. This
was North's only game but It did
enable- them to take over sole possession of first place. The Rebels
from Smith South crushed a hurting Smith Middle team. Rich Lindahl pumped In 23 for the winners.
Roger BUI bouced back and pulled
another mild upset over Hedge 5045. Tom Maher was high man with
19 points. JB then capped their Initial win with a 55-42 victory over
Smith South in the last game of the
week. Glen Thornton had 19 points
for the losers.

FREE LEATHER and ACCESSORIES
Buy Any Two Skins Or Two Leather Accessories And
Receive A Third One of the Same Kind FREE*

TEAM

WON

LOST

SN
HH
JB
RW
SS
SM
In the B league, RW I still appears to be the team to beat as they
defeated the Hogs from Hedge 5332. This PBQ squad could probably
give a few A-league teams a good
game on a given day. Howie Porter
snowballed In 28 points for the winners. AA I also appeared strong as
they won their both games 65-26
over JB I and 38-34 over Hedge.
Rich Sliwoskl dropped In 25 and 17
points for Adams. JB I notched their
first win as they nipped RW II 31-29.
Rob Center had 14 biggies for JB.
Although Hedge lost both of their
games, they have the material to be
lough and will probably win their
share.
In B n action, A II beat CHP H
25-20 In a high scoring contest.
RW III started their season with a
big win over JB II 36-22. Steve Zaflrson led all scorers with 11 points
for the losers. Smith North beat
RW IV 49-23. Bob Kaspreak scored
13 for North as they appear to be
the best team In their league.
CAMPUS REP. NEEDED
Write to: Jack Green
Internationa] Tent Retreats
350 Bast 84th Street
New York, New York 10028

* (Offer Applies To All Skins And Most Accessories)

Trackmen Suffer Defeat
Despite Individual Efforts
by The Chief
Before vacation, the track team
met the Univ. n( Maine up at Orono
and buffered Its 2nd consecutive defeat of the indoor season 72-32. Despite the lopsided score there were
some fine competitive races with
great Individual efforts. John Emerson set the tempo for the rest of
the night as he won the mile In a
classic photo finish, with Kirk Ives
3rd only one second behind. In the
1000 Joe Bradford also came on
strong at the end to win over a
lough Maine duo. The only other
1st place finisher for the Bobcats
went to George Young In a surprising hurdle victory. Second place
honors went to Glenn Wood in the
hammer, Co-Capt. Dave Williams In .
the long (It used to be called
'broad") Jump, Hank Mclntyre In
the 600 as he sped to a 1:143 a personal best, and Nelll "Zon" Miner
in the deuce. Third places went to
Frosh Wayne Lucas In the two mile,
Frosh Bruce Wicks In the 600, Donnle Smith In the dash, George
Young In the high Jump, and Tim
(Where's the bus?) Sheldon In the
long Jump. In addition Maine swept
the pole vault and the shot put.
Last Saturday the squad gave a
most encouraging performance at
the Easterns relay meet at Coast
Guard. Paced by a second place finish in the two mile relay, the harriers finished In the top 5 of every
event that they entered In a meet
that had 14 schools competing.
So bring the girl you're going to
take to brunch Sat. night to the
track meet on Frl., lfs a good
take, and it's free. Black Feather
Winner this week Is Wilson House
for
having
another smashing
'screech' party last weekend; Isn't
It strange . . . how all the girls on
campus with Initiative got placed In
the same dorm? (P. S. "The Pack"
Is 3-2).
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